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#OUT NOW#[EMPD012] DOUBLE_NEGATIVE/WHITE PAPOO - DEAD
CITY
Posted by double_negative - 2009/10/27 13:58
_____________________________________
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Back before you can blink, Empathy has another quality release lined up for all you electronic music
junkies featuring newcomers from Russia –  The Thrillabeats, who have quite literally been dropping
bombs over the last couple years. 

The release ‘EMPD012’ features three hard as nails breaks tracks infused with distorted bass, calculated
frenzied beats, and a ridiculous number of edits.  There are no stops on this ride which is definitely not
for the faint hearted.  We recommend these to be played through the bigger PA systems. 

1. White Papoo vs Double_Negative – Dead City (Original) 

A solid collaboration from both outfits, this track highlights the best of what both producers have to offer
in 2009.  Grimey bass and tearing leads from Double_Negative, twisted into unrecognisable funk by the
slick studio maestro White Papoo.  Tamed with soaring pads & melodic touches, we suggest you listen
to the preview 
here and find out for yourself. 

2. White Papoo vs Thrillabeats – Savane 

Again with the collaboration effort, this time between White Papoo and Thrillabeats this tune will literally
turn your mind inside out.  The Thrillabeats bring the heaviness and White Papoo brings the twisted funk
he is renowned for.  The combination is infectious and relentless and the track comes with a R18 rating
for pure filth factor. Preview 

3. White Papoo vs Double_Negative – Dead City (Double_Negative Remix) 

Double_Negative with a solo effort here, remixing the original into quite a different monster.  Slightly
taming the frenzied feel of the original, Double_Negative delivers a standout remix.  Featuring a rollout
bass heavy feel, this is definitely one for the early morning crew. Preview 

Available now from the following stores: 
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